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PARTS LIST SYSTEM USED FOR PART 
NUMBER MANAGEMENT AND METHOD 

FOR PREPARING THE SAME 

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATIONS 

[0001] This is a divisional application of application Ser. 
No. 10/394,567 ?led 21 Mar. 2003, currently pending; this 
application also claims the bene?t under 35 USC 119 of 
Japanese Application Number 2002-084504, ?led 25 Mar. 
2002, and the entire subject matter of this priority document, 
including speci?cation, claims and drawings, is incorporated 
by reference herein. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

[0002] 1. Field of the Invention 
[0003] The present invention relates to a parts list (parts 
table) system on a computing system for managing a part 
con?guration and the like of parts used in a product, and a 
method of preparing a parts list. More particularly, the present 
invention relates to a parts list system for preparing and man 
aging a parts list and controlling a linkage to another data and 
the like, and a method of preparing a parts list. 
[0004] 2. Description of Relevant Art 
[0005] In designing an apparatus such as an automobile 
constituted of a large number of parts complicatedly, the parts 
are managed by using a parts table system. Here, the parts 
table is used for managing the con?guration of parts, the 
number of parts, data peculiar of parts such as a record of 
design change of the parts, an assembling unit in the product, 
a usage state and the like, for each part. The parts include 
master parts (parts constituting the automobile) and slave 
parts (parts constituting the master parts). 
[0006] In a conventional parts table system, design changes 
of parts and the record have to be managed strictly at a 
designing stage. And, even if the tentatively assigned part 
number (referred to as [tentative part number]) or a part 
con?guration data are set at a planning/ scheduling stage, they 
cannot be directly used at the designing stage. Thus, the data 
such as the tentative part number and the part con?guration 
data at the planning/ scheduling stage cannot be directly and 
continuously shifted to neW parts table at the designing stage. 
[0007] Designers can generate and maintain the data of the 
parts table of the planning/ scheduling stage. But they have to 
prepare neW part number and neW part con?guration data in 
neW parts table at design stage so that the data at a planning/ 
scheduling stage is re?ected in the neW parts table at the 
designing stage. 
[0008] Also, the parts table at the planning/scheduling 
stage is disclosed only to limited personnel Who are recog 
niZed as participants by the designer. Other designers and 
persons Who are not recogniZed cannot check the parts table 
at the planning/ scheduling stage, they can start to see the parts 
table from the designing stage. Thus, they start to con?rm the 
parts table and to prepare opinions and requests from the 
design stage. Hence, it takes a long time to get the opinion and 
the request about the part table. 
[0009] A system, Which can unitarily manage the part num 
bers from the planning/scheduling stage to the designing 
stage, is desired. A system, Which can shift the tentative part 
numbers in the parts table at the planning/scheduling stage 
continuously in their original states to the parts table at the 
designing stage and then use them, is desired. A system, 
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Which enables even other departments related to the develop 
ment to share the parts table at the planning/ scheduling stage, 
is desired. 
[0010] Therefore, an object of the present invention is to 
provide a parts list system that can continuously manage part 
numbers from a planning/ scheduling stage to a designing 
stage, and a method of preparing the parts list. 
[0011] Another object of the present invention is to provide 
a parts list system that can shift tentative part numbers in a 
parts table at a planning/ scheduling stage continuously to 
normal part numbers in a parts table at a designing stage, and 
a method of preparing the parts list. 
[0012] Still another object of the present invention is to 
provide a parts list system that enables even other depart 
ments related to a development to share a parts table at a 
planning/ scheduling stage and enables opinions to be Widely 
obtained from persons related to the development at suitable 
timings. 

BRIEF SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

[0013] Therefore, an object of the present invention is to 
provide a system and method for managing part numbers 
continuously from a planning/ scheduling stage to a designing 
stage. 
[0014] In an aspect of the present invention, a parts list 
system used for part number management is composed of a 
parts table database and a parts list controller. The parts table 
database includes a parts list Which stores a state data and a 
part number data. The state data indicates a progress state of 
a part. And the part number data includes a number of the part 
as an identi?er. The parts list controller inhibits change of the 
part number data, When the state data indicates prohibition of 
the change of the part number data. 
[0015] It is advantageous if the parts list further stores a part 
data indicating data associated With the part 
[0016] It is advantageous if the parts list controller alloWs 
the change of the part number data, When the state data 
indicates permission of the change of the part number data. 
[0017] It is advantageous if the parts list controller sets the 
state data based on a combination of a plurality of status data 
of the part and ?ags of the part. And the status data and the 
?ags are set based on the progress state, and the state data are 
changed based on change of the combination. 
[0018] Preferably, the parts list system is further composed 
of a display. The display displays the parts list in a form of a 
table to indicate the part number data of one part and the state 
data of the one part for each roW of the table. 
[0019] It is advantageous if the parts list further stores a 
con?guration data including a relationship betWeen a master 
part, Which includes a plurality of slave parts. And the state 
data of the master part is associated With any of the state data 
ofthe slave parts. 
[0020] Preferably, the parts list system is further composed 
of a ?gure database. The ?gure database stores a ?gure data in 
Which the part number data of the part and a ?gure of the part 
are correlated to each other. And the parts list controller 
inhibits the change of the part number data contained in the 
?gure data, When the state data indicates the prohibition of the 
change of the part number data. 
[0021] It is advantageous, When the part number data is 
changed to the tentative part number data, if the parts list 
controller checks validation of the tentative part number data 
by comparing the tentative part number data With a previously 
used part number data. 
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[0022] It is advantageous, When the part number data is 
changed to the tentative part number data, if the parts list 
controller checks validation of the tentative part number data 
by checking Whether the tentative part number complies With 
a predetermined rule of the part number data. 

[0023] It is advantageous, When the parts include a master 
part, Which includes a plurality of slave parts, if the rule 
includes Whether the tentative part number data of the slave 
part includes a piece of the part number data of the master 
part. 
[0024] In another aspect of the present invention, a method 
for preparing a part list used for number management is 
composed of: preparing a part list storing a state data and a 
part number data, the state data indicates a progress state of a 
part, and the part number data includes a number of the part as 

an identi?er; 

[0025] setting the state data Which indicates permission of 
change of the part number data; 
[0026] assigning a tentative part number data serving as the 
part number data, When the state data indicates the permission 
of the change of the part number data; 
[0027] setting the state data Which indicates inhibition of 
the change of the part number data after changing design of 
the part; and 

[0028] de?ning the tentative part number data as a normal 
part number. 

[0029] Preferably, the method is further composed of: 
[0030] after assigning the tentative part number data, 
checking validation of the tentative part number data by com 
paring the tentative part number data With a previously used 
part number data. 

[0031] 
[0032] before de?ning the tentative part number data as the 
normal part number data, checking validation of the tentative 
part number data by checking Whether the tentative part num 
ber complies With predetermined setting rule of a part number 
data. It is advantageous if the rule includes Whether the ten 
tative part number data of a slave part includes a piece of the 
part number data of a master part, When the part includes a 
master part, Which includes a plurality of slave parts, and the 
slave parts. 

[0033] In still another aspect of the present invention, a 
computer-readable program preparing a part list used for part 
number management includes the folloWing steps: 
[0034] preparing a part list storing a state data and a part 
number data, the state data indicates a progress state of a part, 
and the part number data includes a number of the part as an 

identi?er; 
[0035] setting the state data Which indicates permission of 
change of the part number data; 
[0036] assigning a tentative part number data serving as the 
part number data, When the state data indicates the permission 
of the change of the part number data; 
[0037] setting the state data Which indicates inhibition of 
the change of the part number data after changing design of 
the part; and 

Preferably, the method is further composed of: 

[0038] de?ning the tentative part number data as a normal 
part number. 
[0039] Preferably, the method is further composed of: 
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[0040] after assigning the tentative part number data, 
checking validation of the tentative part number data by com 
paring the tentative part number With a previously used part 
number data. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

[0041] FIG. 1 is a vieW shoWing a con?guration in an 
embodiment of a design system to Which a parts list system of 
the present invention is applied; 
[0042] FIG. 2 is a vieW shoWing an example of a display 
screen ofa parts list; 
[0043] FIG. 3 is a vieW describing a data structure ofa parts 
list; 
[0044] FIG. 4 is a vieW describing a parts table database; 
[0045] FIG. 5 is a vieW describing a state database; 
[0046] FIG. 6 is a vieW shoWing an example of a display 
screen of a ?gure; 

[0047] FIG. 7 is a vieW describing a ?gure database; and 
[0048] FIG. 8 is a ?owchart shoWing an operation in an 
embodiment of a parts list system of the present invention. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENTS 

[0049] Hereinafter, embodiments of the present invention 
Will be described With reference to the attached draWings. A 
number of Working examples of the present invention Will be 
described herein, based on selected illustrative embodiments 
of the present invention shoWn in the accompanying draW 
mgs. 
[0050] One embodiment is described by exemplifying a 
parts list used for a design of an automobile. HoWever, this 
parts list can be applied to a design of another apparatus 
provided With a number of complex parts. 
[0051] FIG. 1 is a vieW shoWing a con?guration in an 
embodiment of a design system to Which the parts list system 
of the present invention is applied. This design system is 
provided With a parts list system 1, a ?gure managing system 
8-0 and a plurality of data terminals 8-1 to 8-n. They are 
connected by a tWo-Way netWork 9. 
[0052] In the present invention, With regard to items and 
parts, data indicating their states are added to a parts list of a 
database, and tasks describing their states or combinations of 
the tasks are de?ned. Then a theory for judging the particular 
state at a time of a particular state is assembled in the design 
system. 
[0053] In a case of a judgment at a planning/scheduling 
stage, the design system automatically checks Whether or not 
a part number inputted to a parts table by a designer is already 
presented. If the part number is not present, it is used as a 
tentative part number. Then, if an administration department 
receives the parts table containing this tentative part number 
after the planning/ scheduling stage, the duplication of the part 
number is automatically checked again. If there is no dupli 
cation, the tentative part number is automatically updated to a 
normal part number, on the parts table. 
[0054] Consequently, the tentative part number can be con 
tinuously used as the normal part number. 
[0055] The parts list system 1 Will be described hereinafter. 
[0056] The parts list system 1 is a data processor exempli 
?ed as a Workstation or a personal computer. It includes a 
parts list system body 2 and an input output unit 7. The parts 
list system body 2 has a parts list controller 4 serving as a 
program, and includes a parts table database 5-1, a state 
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database 5-2, a parts number rule database 5-3, a ?gure data 
base 6-1 and a ?gure standard database 6-2. 
[0057] Based on the state data of a particular part among a 
plurality of parts in the parts list (parts table), the parts list 
controller 3 controls the change (removal of content, addition, 
change and the like) of various data of the particular part. The 
parts list is stored in the parts table database 5-1. The state 
data indicates a progress state of a plan, a design or son of the 
part. The progress state of the plan or the design is state data 
such as the progress level in a series of processes. The 
progress level is represented by a schedule/plan, a design 
(change), a check of a ?gure, an inspection of a part number 
(check), a normaliZation of the part number and the like. 
[0058] Here, a parts list (5-1) is an electronic parts table that 
is prepared and used by a method of this invention. The parts 
list (5-1) includes an item data, a part number data, a con?gu 
ration data, a state data, a part application data, a part con 
?guration data, and a position shape data linked to a part 
number. 
[0059] The item data includes an item number (an item) and 
the name of an item. An item is constituted by a set of parts 
and items constitute a certain function. 

[0060] The part number data includes a part number and a 
name of a part, Which are identi?ers that identify a part. The 
part number is a number individually assigned to each of parts 
constituting the item. 
[0061] The state data includes a progress state of a plan or 
a design With regard to each of parts. 
[0062] The part application data, the part con?guration data 
and the position shape data are related to the part number. 
[0063] Then, parts represented by the part numbers are 
classi?ed into hierarchy for each item and arranged in a tree 
structure. For example, a part (a part number) of a ?rst hier 
archy is correlated to a tree of the ?rst hierarchy, and a part (a 
part number) of a second hierarchy constituting the part of the 
?rst hierarchy is correlated to a tree of the second hierarchy. 
The second hierarchy is a loWer order of the ?rst hierarchy. In 
this case, the part of the ?rst hierarchy is a master part, and the 
part of the second hierarchy is a slave part. 
[0064] The part application data is the data to indicate a 
combination of mechanisms (options) in Which a part is used. 
[0065] The part con?guration data is the data peculiar to a 
part, such as the number of slave parts, material quality, 
Weight, volume, cost, part analyZing method, a desirable part 
maker and the like. 

[0066] The position shape data is the data to correlate a part 
number in the parts list With a part position data or the shape 
data stored in a different location to each other. 

[0067] And, the position data or the shape data is the data 
(also referred to as a 3D (three-dimensional) data exempli?ed 
on a CAD ?gure) indicative of a part mount position and a part 
shape. Or the position data or the shape data is a ?gure and it 
is stored in the ?gure database 6-1. 
[0068] The parts table database 5-1 stores the parts list 5-1'. 
The parts list 5-1' is opened to the persons in the related 
development. For example, they are an engineer, a person in 
charge of research, a person in charge of a technical evalua 
tion, a different designer, a person in charge of purchasing a 
person in charge of a project, and the like. For receiving 
opinions about the parts list 5-1' from the related persons, they 
are alloWed to Write their opinions on a special region in the 
parts list 5-1', or to annex an attached ?le, or to establish a link 
With a ?le of the opinion data. 
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[0069] The state database 5-2 stores statuses A to D Which 
Will be described later, a ?gure ?ag and a total ?ag, and the 
state data While they are correlated to each other. 
[0070] The part number rule database 5-3 stores a part 
number rule to de?ne a rule With regard to an assignment of a 
part number. 
[0071] The designer can vieW the opinion data indicated by 
the attached ?le described by thee related person or the ?le of 
the link destination by opening the parts list 5-1'. Thus, it is 
possible to decrease the time and the labor, and also possible 
to reduce the possibility of an oversight. 
[0072] Here, the parts list 5-1' is further explained With 
reference to FIG. 2. FIG. 2 is a vieW shoWing an example of 
a display screen, Which displays the electronic part list 5-1'. A 
display screen 10 includes: a part number display 11 having a 
number 13, a hierarchy 14, a state 15, a part con?guration 16 
and an item/ part name 17; and a con?guration data display 12. 
[0073] The part number display 11 shoWs the data to 
specify a part. The number 13 (represented by No.) indicates 
a symbol based on a predetermined rule. The hierarchy 14 
(represented by LVL) indicates the number of the above 
mentioned hierarchy. The state 15 indicates the state data of 
the part. The part con?guration 16 indicates a part number of 
each hierarchy represented in a form of a tree or an item. The 
item/part name 17 indicates the name of the item or the part. 

[0074] The con?guration data display 12 shoWs the part 
application data of the part, the part con?guration data the 
position shape data linked a part number and the other data 
With regard to the part, for each part. 
[0075] The part con?guration 16 has the tree structure as 
mentioned above. For example, beloW an item 16-1 (in FIG. 
2, P012001), a part number 16-2 ofa ?rst hierarchy and a part 
number 16-3 of a second hierarchy (there is not a third hier 
archy in FIG. 2) are represented in the hierarchy 14. 
[0076] The data structure of the parts list 5-1' Will be 
described beloW With reference to FIG. 3. 
[0077] FIG. 3 is a vieW describing the data structure of the 
parts list 5-1'. The parts list 5-1' is the set of the data having 
respective attributes of an item 21, a part 22, a package 23, an 
application header 24, a part peculiarity 25 and a ?gure 26. 
[0078] The item 21 has an item data in Which parts are 
included and a data indicative of a state of an item. 

[0079] The part 22 has a part number data, a data indicative 
of a state of a part number, a ?gure check ?ag indicative of a 
presence or absence of a ?gure, and a state of an approval of 
a ?gure. 

[0080] The package 23 has items, part numbers, a data 
indicative of a state of a package, and a total check ?ag 
indicative of a validation of the data of the item and the part 
number. The items and the part numbers constitute a group 
(hereafter, referred to as [Package]) of a set of ?gures to be 
collectively inspected. 
[0081] The application header 24 has a data indicating a 
derivative data (a grade Within a model) to Which a part 
indicated by a part number is applied. 
[0082] The part peculiarity 25 has a data (a part con?gura 
tion data and the like) peculiar to a part, and the data corre 
lated to the part number. 
[0083] The ?gure 26 has a data Which indicates a ?gure of 
a part indicated by the part number, and Which is correlated to 
a part number. 

[0084] The parts table database 5-1 Will be further 
described. The parts table database 5-1 stores the parts list 
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5-1' in Which a part number is correlated With various data of 
the part indicated by the part number. 
[0085] FIG. 4 is a vieW illustrating the parts list 5-1' of the 
parts table database 5-1. The parts list 5-1 has a hierarchy 28, 
a state 29, an item 30, a part number 32, a statusA 31, a status 
B 33, a ?gure ?ag 34, a status D 39, a package 35, a status C 
36, a total ?ag 37, an application head 38, an application 40, 
a part con?guration 41 and a link 27. 
[0086] The hierarchy 28 corresponds to the hierarchy 14. 
The state 29 corresponds to the state 15. 
[0087] The item 30 is the item data and corresponds to the 
item number of the part con?guration 1 6 and the item name of 
the item part name 17. 
[0088] The status A 31 indicates the state With regard to an 
item and indicates states al to a4. 

[0089] The part number 32 is the part number data and 
corresponds to the part number of the part con?guration 16 
and the part number name of the item/part name 17. 

[0090] The status B 33 indicates the state With regard to a 
part number and indicates states b1 to b3. 
[0091] The ?gure ?ag 34 is the ?gure check ?ag indicative 
of a presence or absence of a ?gure. 

[0092] The status D 39 indicates the state With regard to the 
normalization of a ?gure and indicates state d1. 

[0093] The package 35 is a group (hereinafter, referred to as 
[Package]) constituted by a part number and an item. The set 
of ?gures of the part number and the item is collectively 
inspected. 
[0094] The status C 36 indicates the state With regard to a 
package and indicates states c1, c2. 
[0095] The total ?ag 37 is the total check ?ag indicative of 
the validation of the data of a part number and an item. 

[0096] The application header 38 is a derivative data (a 
grade Within a model) to Which a part indicated by a part 
number is applied. 
[0097] The application 40 is the part application data. 
[0098] The part con?guration 41 is the part con?guration 
data. 

[0099] The link 27 is the data indicating link destinations 
With regard to other ?les, data, ?gures and the like. 
[0100] The state database 5-2 is further described. The state 
database 5-2 stores statuses A to D as state display data, a 
?gure ?ag and a total ?ag, and a state data While they are 
correlated to each other. In the state database 5-2, the combi 
nation of statuses A to D, a ?gure ?ag and a total ?ag is 
correlated to state data. 

[0101] FIG. 5 is a vieW illustrating the state database 5-2. 
The state database 5-2 has a statusA 51, a status B 52, a status 
C 53, a status D 54, a ?gure ?ag 55, a total ?ag 56 and a state 
57. 

[0102] The status A 51, the status B 52, the status C 53 and 
the status D 54 correspond to the status A 31, the status B 33, 
the status C 36, and the status D 39 ofthe parts list 5-1' (FIG. 
4) in the parts table database 5-1, respectively. Similarly, the 
?gure ?ag 55 and the total ?ag 56 correspond to the ?gure ?ag 
34 and the total ?ag 37 ofthe parts list 5-1' (FIG. 4) in the parts 
table database 5-1, respectively. 
[0103] The state 57 indicates the conditions (states) of per 
mission, limit and inhibition With regard to the change of the 
data in the parts list 5-1 (FIG. 4). The state 57 (condition) is 
exempli?ed such that an operation of a part number and an 
application is free, an operation of a part number removal is 
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not alloWed, an operation of an application change is not 
alloWed, or an operation of a part number change/addition/ 
removal is not alloWed. 
[0104] Then, a certain state 57 is set for a certain combina 
tion of the status A 51, the status B52, the status C53, the 
status D 54, the ?gure ?ag 55 and the total ?ag 56. The parts 
list controller 3 determines the state 29 of FIG. 4, based on the 
statusA 31 the status B33, the status C 36, the status D 39, the 
?gure ?ag 34 and the total ?ag 37 of FIG. 4, referring the state 
database 5-2. This value is re?ected in the state 15 of FIG. 2. 
[0105] The certain state 57 may be set for a certain combi 
nation of not only the status A 51, the status B 52, the status C 
53, the status D 54, the ?gure ?ag 55 and the total ?ag 56, but 
also states or statuses of the part’s slaves. 
[0106] The state 15 (state data) in FIG. 2 is determined 
based upon the combination of the four states of an item state, 
a part number state, a package state and an application state. 
Based on the combination, the state 15 is judged as each of the 
stages exempli?ed as a planning/ scheduling stage (the opera 
tion of the part number and the application is free), a design 
ing stage (the operation of the part number removal is not 
alloWed), a ?gure output stage (the operation of the applica 
tion change is not alloWed) and a ?gure output stage b (the 
operation of the part number change/addition/removal is not 
alloWed). In FIG. 2, symbols B, C, D, F and G are illustrated 
as the display examples of those states. 
[0107] In the present invention, With regard to the item and 
the part, a data indicative of its state (the state 29) is added tot 
the arts list 5-1'. When certain data is changed in the parts list 
5-1', if the state 29 is changed in association With the change 
of the data, a function in this system automatically or unau 
tomatically describes the change of the state based on the 
combination. The combination is determined based on the 
four states of the item state, the part number state, the package 
state and the application state. Thus, even if the same parts list 
5-1' is referred to, the alloWable (executable) operation at 
each stage is controlled based on the state 29 of the data With 
regard to the part number. 
[0108] Also, it is possible to operate the data peculiar to the 
part in the parts list 5-1' Without in?uence of the state 29, if the 
data peculiar provides a certain attribute of the part peculiar 
ity. 
[0109] By the Way, the display of the parts list as shoWn in 
FIG. 2 is one embodiment, and it is not limited to this display. 
[0110] Also, combinations of the states are not limited to 
the above-mentioned four cases. Also, it is possible to use not 
only the data of the states but also other data such as a ?ag and 
the like. 
[0111] The person referring to the parts list ?nds out a 
proper part number from the part con?guration 16 on the 
display screen of FIG. 2 and then vieWs its line. So the person 
can vieW the data of the part indicated by the part number 
(including not only the data Within the ?le of the parts list 5-1') 
but also the data correlated (linked) to the ?le (or the item, the 
part number) of the parts list 5-1'. 
[0112] Also, the parts are modi?ed or changed betWeen the 
planning/ scheduling stage and the manufacturing stage of the 
automobile, in many cases.And, their data of the modi?cation 
are Written to the ?le correlated to the parts list 5-1' or to the 
parts list 5-1' itself. Each modi?cation or change of the part is 
re?ected in the ?le at a real time. Thus, the concerned person 
can anytime knoW the latest situation of the development. 
[0113] The parts list 5-1' may be prepared for each classi 
?cation or may be collectively prepared for each model. Here, 
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the classi?cation implies a mechanism (for example, a frame, 
an engine, a transmission and the like), a model (for example, 
a car model), a section (for example, a roof) and an item (for 
example, a sunroof). 
[0114] In this embodiment, [correlation] or [link] of a data 
includes a correlation betWeen ?les, a correlation betWeen a 
data Within a ?le and a different ?le, a correlation betWeen a 
data Within a ?le and a data Within a different ?le and the like. 
Then, the data/?le can be called out from another data/?le. 
For example, a storing location of the one ?le/ data (for 
example, a database name, a path to a database and an address 
of a data Within a database) is stored in another ?le/ data. And 
then the ?le/ data is called out by using another ?le/data. Or a 
name of a database in Which the ?le/ data is stored and the ?le 
name/part number are stored in another database. And then 
the ?le/data is called out by using them, and the like. HoW 
ever, it is not limited to these examples. 
[0115] It is possible to use an approach of a conventional 
relational database to thereby carry out the correlation based 
on various keys. 
[0116] As for the correlated data, the attribute of the ?gure 
26 is assigned to the data With regard to a ?gure. The attribute 
of the part peculiarity 25 is assigned to the data except the data 
With regard to a ?gure unless otherWise speci?ed. 
[0117] The ?gure controller 4 checks Whether or not a 
?gure complies With the predetermined rule in the ?gure 
standard database 6-2. Then, if the ?gure does not comply 
With the rule, the ?gure controller 4 modi?es the ?gure based 
on an input of a designer. The ?gure is stored in the ?gure 
database 6-1. 

[0118] The ?gure database 6-1 stores a part number data 
and a ?gure of the part speci?ed by the part number data While 
they are correlated to each other. 

[0119] The ?gure standard database 6-2 stores a predeter 
mined ?gure standard data. 
[0120] Here, the ?gure is further explained With reference 
to FIG. 6. FIG. 6 is a vieW shoWing an example of a display 
screen of the ?gure. A display screen 45 has a con?guration 
part column 42, a CAD ?gure 43 and a title column 44. 

[0121] The con?guration part column 42 displays a data to 
specify a slave part, such as a part number, a part name and the 
like. The slave part constitutes a master part draWn on the 
?gure. The CAD ?gure 43 is a three-dimensional CAD data of 
a part. The title column 44 displays a data to specify a part 
draWn on the ?gure. 

[0122] By the Way, the display of the ?gure as shoWn in 
FIG. 6 is one embodiment. It is not limited to this display. 

[0123] A data With regard to a ?gure stored in the ?gure 
database 6-1 Will be further described. The ?gure database 
6-1 stores a ?gure data 6-1' (?gure data) in Which a part 
number data and a ?gure of a part speci?ed by the part number 
data are correlated to each other. 

[0124] FIG. 7 is a vieW describing the ?gure data 6-1' ofthe 
?gure database 6-1. The ?gure data 6-1' has a part number 46, 
title column 47, a con?guration part column 48 and a CAD 
data 49. 

[0125] The part number 46 is the part number data and 
corresponds to a part number contained in the title column 47 
or the con?guration part column 48. The title column 47 is the 
data of the title column 44 of the ?gure. The con?guration part 
column 48 is the data of the con?guration part column 42 of 
the ?gure. The CAD data 49 is the data of the CADS ?gure 43 
of the ?gure. 
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[0126] Item numbers, part numbers, items and part names 
of the data in the title column 47 and the con?guration part 
column 48 are correlated to the item 30 (the item data) and the 
part number 32 (the part number data) in the parts table 
database 5-1. 

[0127] Then, if the data With regard to the part in the data of 
the con?guration part column 42 or the title column 44 is 
changed, the ?gure controller 4 controls the change of the 
parts table database 5-1 With the parts list controller 3. So the 
content of the change is re?ected in the item 30, the part 
number 32, the part con?guration 41 and the like of the parts 
table database 5-1. At this time, the parts list controller 3 does 
not alloW the control if the notation and the change of the 
item, the part number and the other data With regard the part 
in the parts list 5-1' are not alloWed. If the parts list controller 
3 does not alloW the control, the ?gure controller 4 cancels the 
notation and the change of the data corresponding to the 
?gure data 6-1'. 
[0128] The CAD ?gure 43 may be obtained from the design 
data of another model designed already or may be indepen 
dently generated by the designer. 
[0129] The input output unit 7 is conventionally knoWn as 
the input output unit used in a Workstation or a personal 
computer. A keyboard and a mouse are exempli?ed as the 
input unit. 
[0130] A display and a printer are exempli?ed as the output 
unit. 

[0131] The ?gure managing system 8-0 is exempli?ed as 
the Workstation or the personal computer. It is the information 
processor that can access the parts list system 1 through the 
netWork 9. It carries out an admission and management of a 
?gure. 
[0132] The information terminals 8-1 to 8-n (n:l,2,) are 
exempli?ed as the Workstation or the personal computer, and 
they are the information processing terminals that can access 
the parts list system 1 through the netWork 9. The persons 
concerned in the development use them to access the parts list 
system 1. Also, they can directly use the parts list system 1. 

[0133] The netWork 9 is the dedicated line exempli?ed as 
LAN (local area netWork) or the communicable line, such as 
a public line and the like, exempli?ed as the lntemet. 

[0134] An embodiment of a preparing method (an opera 
tion in the electronic part lists system 1) of the parts list 5-1' 
in the present invention Will be described beloW With refer 
ence to the attached draWings. 

[0135] FIG. 8 is a ?owchart shoWing the embodiment of the 
preparing method (the operation in the parts list system 1) of 
the parts list 5-1' in the present invention. 

Step S01. 

[0136] At the planning/ scheduling state, a designer plans or 
schedules a design change of a part, based on a referential/ 
independent consideration of various data and the like. Then, 
based on the schedule/plan, the ?gure controller 4 is used to 
select the part from the ?gure database 6-1 and read out its 
?gure and then carry out the design change. 
[0137] At this stage, the statuses A 31/B 33/C 36 are at 
a1/b1/c1. The combination of these statuses shoWs the state at 
Which changing the data of the part is alloWed, based on the 
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state database 5-2. This state is indicated by using the proper 
signs (or symbols) for the state 29 (and the display of the state 
15). 

Step S02 

[0138] In the ?gure controller 4, the part is modi?ed based 
on the design change of the designer, and the part numbers 
located at the proper position of the title column 44 and the 
con?guration part column 42 in the screen display 45 are 
revised. These revisions are re?ected in the data of the title 
column 47 and the con?guration part column 48 on the ?gure 
database 6-1. The part number in this case is the tentatively set 
part number (the part number or the tentative part number). 
[0139] Even at this stage, the statuses A 31/B 33/C 36 are 
still at the a1/b1/c1. Similarly, the combination of these sta 
tuses shoWs the state at Which changing the data of the part is 
alloWed. 

Step S03 

[0140] If part number is changed, the ?gure controller 4 
inquires of the parts list controller 3 Whether or not the ten 
tative part number overlaps With another part number. The 
parts list controller 3 retrieves the parts list of the parts table 
database 5-1, and examines Whether or not the tentative part 
number Was previously used. The examined result is sent 
back to the ?gure controller 4. 
[0141] If the tentative part number Was previously not used 
and there Was no duplication, it is assumed that the ?gure 
controller 4 uses the tentative part number. Then, the content 
of the part number 32 of the parts table database 5-1 is 
changed based on the tentative part number. 
[0142] Even at this stage, the statuses A 31/B 33/C 36 are 
still at the a1/b1/c1. Similarly, the combination of these sta 
tuses shoWs the state at Which changing the data of the part is 
alloWed. 
[0143] If the tentative part number Was previously used and 
there Was the duplication, the operational ?oW proceeds to a 
step S04. 

Step S04 

[0144] Since the tentative part number Was previously used 
and there Was the duplication, the ?gure controller 4 cancels 
use of the tentative part number. Then, the ?gure controller 4 
carries out the display indicating the fact and instructing the 
designer to again set the tentative part number. 
[0145] The designer modi?es the tentative part number 
based on its content. The operational ?oW proceeds to the step 
S02. 

Step S05 

[0146] The ?gure controller 4 inspects Whether or not the 
?gure complies With a predetermined standard. 
[0147] The case of the compliance leads to the completion 
of the ?gure. 
[0148] Based on the completion of the ?gure, the parts list 
controller 3 sets a ?gure check ?ag of the ?gure ?ag of the 
part. The statusesA 31/B 33/C 36 are still at the a1/b1/c1. The 
combination of this ?ag and these statuses shoWs the state at 
Which the removal of the part number 32 (and the display of 
the part number of the part con?guration 1 6 (the tentative part 
number) from the database 5-2) is not alloWed. This state is 
indicated by using the proper sign (or symbol) for the state 29 
(and the display of the state 15). 
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[0149] After that, in the case of the compliance, the opera 
tional ?oW proceeds to a step S07. In the case of non-compli 
ance, the operational ?oW proceeds to a step S06. 

Step S06 

[0150] Since the ?gure does not comply With the predeter 
mined standard, the FIG. controller 4 carries out the display 
indicating the fact and the display of the content of the refusal, 
for a designer. Designers can change the ?gure. 
[0151] The designer modi?es the ?gure based on this con 
tent. The operational ?oW returns back to the step S05. 

Step S07 

[0152] The parts list controller 3 determines the relation 
betWeen the item 30 and the part number 32 of the part used 
therein, since the ?gure is completed. At the same time, the 
statuses A 31/B 33/C 36 are changed to a2/b1/c1. The com 
bination of these statuses shoWs the state at Which the change 
of the application 40 (the display of the part application data 
of the con?guration data display 12) from the state database 
5-2 is not alloWed. This state is indicated by using the proper 
sign (or symbol) for the state 29 (and the display of the state 
15). 

Step S08 

[0153] The designer determines the item 30 and the part 
number 32 (the tentative part number) to generate a package 
of a set of ?gures to be collectively inspected at a unit of the 
design change. 
[0154] Based on the input of the item 30 and the part num 
ber 32 (the tentative part number) to generate the package 
from the designer, the parts list controller 3 Writes them to the 
package 35.At the same time, the statuses A 31/B 33/ C 36 are 
changed to a2/b1/c2. The combination of these statuses 
shoWs the state at Which the operation (the removal, the 
change or the addition) of the part number 32 (and the display 
of the part number of the part con?guration 16 (the tentative 
part number)) from the state database 5-2 is not alloWed. This 
state is indicated by using the proper sign (or symbol) for the 
state 29 (and the display of the state 15). 

Step S09 

[0155] The parts list controller 3 checks Whether or not the 
tentative part numbers are correct, With regard to the item 30 
and the plurality of parts numbers 32 (tentative part numbers) 
packaged at the unit of the design change (the total check). 
There are the check contents as to Whether or not the part 
number 32 complies With a part number rule (stored in the 
part number rule database 5-3), Whether or not there is a piece 
of master part number (a part number and an item in a high 
order hierarchy) in a part number of a loW order hierarchy, 
Whether or not the part number in the high order hierarchy is 
used in the loW order hierarchy, Whether or not the same 
item/part numbers are used, and the like. All of the items 30 
and the part numbers 32 in the parts list are inspected. 
[0156] If there is no problem, the ?gure is completed. Then, 
the part number 32 becomes the normal part number from the 
tentative part number. 
[0157] At this time, the parts list controller 3 sets the total 
check ?ag of the total ?ag 37 of the part, at the same time. 
HoWever, the statusesA 31/B 33/C 36 are still at the a2/b1/c2. 
This state, Which is determined by the combination of this ?ag 
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and these statuses, is indicated by using the proper sign (or 
symbol) for the state 29 (and the display of the state 15), based 
on the state database 5-2. 

[0158] After that, if there is no problem, the operational 
?oW proceeds to a step S11. If there is a problem, the opera 
tional ?oW proceeds to a step S10. 

Step S10 

[0159] Since there is a problem in the tentative part number 
32, the parts list controller 3 carries out the display indicating 
the fact and the display of the problematic content, for a 
designer. 
[0160] The designer modi?es the tentative part number of 
the ?gure and the electronic part list. 

Step S11 

[0161] The end of the total check leads to the completion of 
the package composed of the set of the ?gures, at the unit of 
the design change. 
[0162] The parts list controller 3 outputs (?gure-outputs) 
the ?gure to a ?gure managing system 8-0 belonging to a 
managing department of a design change, and changes the 
statuses A 31/B 33/C 36 to a3/b2/c2. This state, Which is 
determined by the combination of this ?ag and these statuses, 
is indicated by using the proper sign (or symbol) for the state 
29 (and the display of the state 15), based on the state database 
5-2. 

[0163] The designer submits the output ?gure to the man 
aging department of the design change. 

Step S12 

[0164] Based on the signal indicative of the admission of 
the design change from the ?gure managing system 8-0, the 
parts list controller 3 normalizes the item 30 and the part 
number 32, based on the input of the designer. At this stage, 
the design change is normally registered in the corresponding 
portion of the parts list 5-1' in the parts table 5-1 database, 
Which results in the situation that the change is not alloWed. 
[0165] At this time, the parts list controller 3 sets the status 
D 39 to dl . The statuses A 31/B 33/C 36 are still at the 
a3/b2/ c2. This state, Which is determined by the combination 
of these statuses, is indicated by using the proper sign (or 
symbol) for the state 29 (and the display of the state 15), based 
on the state database 5-2. This state enables the parts list 
controller 3 to operate (remove, change or add) the display of 
the part number in the part con?guration 16 and change the 
display of the part application data in the con?guration data 
display 12 for changing another part. 

Step S13 

[0166] If there is another part requesting a design change, 
the operational ?oW proceeds to a step S14. If not so, it is 
ended. 

Step S14 

[0167] The parts list controller 3 changes the con?guration 
of the item, based on the input of the designer, and carries out 
the preparation for a neW design change. 
[0168] At this time, the parts list controller 3 changes the 
statuses A 31/B 33/C 36 to a4/b3/c2. This state, Which is 
determined by the combination of these statuses, is indicated 
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by using the proper sign (or symbol) for the state 29 (and the 
display of the state 15), based on the state database 5-2. 

Step S15 

[0169] The parts list controller 3 changes the con?guration 
of the part number, based on the input of the designer, and 
carries out the preparation for a neW design change. 
[0170] At this time, the statuses A 31/B 33/C 36 are still at 
the a4/b3/c2. This state, Which is determined by the combi 
nation of these statuses, is indicated by using the proper sign 
(or symbol) for the state 29 (and the display of the state 15), 
based on the state database 5-2. The operational ?oW returns 
to the step S01. 
[0171] The designer executes this process, for all of the 
parts requested to have the design changes. 
[0172] At each of the steps mentioned above process, from 
the combination of the statuses (state data)A 31/B 33/C 36/D 
39, it is possible to discriminate betWeen the states of the parts 
speci?ed based on the items 30 and the part numbers 32 (the 
planning/ scheduling stage, the ?gure checking stage, the 
totally checking stage, the ?gure output stage, the normaliz 
ing stage and the like), one by one. 
[0173] Consequently, even if the tentative part number 
assigned to the part at the planning/ scheduling stage is Written 
to the parts list (the parts table) before the normalization, 
Whether it is done before or after the normalization can be 
precisely grasped. That is, even if the part numbers at the 
various stages are noted on the same parts list, from the state 
data 15, it is possible to execute the strict management of the 
respective part numbers. 
[0174] Then, the usage of the same parts list enable the part 
numbers of all the parts from the planning/ scheduling stage to 
the ?nal determination to be unitarily managed. 
[0175] In the present invention, the parts list 5-1' is opened. 
Thus, the data and the data in relation to the development can 
be opened (disclosed) to the persons concerned in the devel 
opment Without any omission. 
[0176] Then, at this time, the same part numbers are used 
from the planning/ scheduling stage through the designing 
stage to the normalizing stage. Thus, even if the persons 
accept the designer vieW the parts list 5-1' at any stage, they 
can grasp the content quickly and precisely. Hence, it is 
possible to Widely obtain the opinions from the persons 
except the designer. 
[0177] According to the present invention, the tentative part 
number in the parts table at the planning/ scheduling stage can 
be continuously shifted in its original state to the parts table at 
the designing stage and then used. Moreover, the part number 
can be unitarily managed from the planning/ scheduling stage 
to the designing stage. 
[0178] Although the present invention has been described 
in the terms of some embodiments, it is not intended that the 
invention be limited to these embodiments. Modi?cation 
Within the spirit of the invention Will be apparent to those 
skilled in the art. For example, a master part’s state is not only 
determined by the combination of its statuses, but may be 
associated With a slave part’s state. 

What is claimed is: 
1. A method of preparing a part list used for part number 

management in planning and design of parts of a product, the 
method comprising the steps of: 

preparing a single part list storing state data regarding parts 
of a product during stages of a parts planning and devel 
opment process, and storing part number data, 
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said state data indicates a progress state of each said part 
during a planning stage, a design stage, and a ?gure 
release stage thereof, and 

said part number data includes a part number of each said 
part as an identi?er, 

each said part number including one of a normal part num 
ber data uniquely assigned to said part and a tentative 
part number data assigned to said part; 

setting said state data Which indicates permission of 
change of said part number data; 

assigning a tentative part number data serving as said part 
number data, When said state data indicates the permis 
sion of the change of said part number data; 

setting said state data Which indicates inhibition of the 
change of said part number data after changing design of 
said part; and 

de?ning said tentative part number data as a normal part 
number data; 

Wherein 
said method of preparing said parts list alloWs unitary 
management of said part number data continuously dur 
ing said planning, design and ?gure release stages. 

2. A method according to claim 1, further comprising the 
step of: 

after assigning said tentative part number data, checking 
validation of said tentative part number data by compar 
ing said tentative part number data With a previously 
used part number data. 

3. A method according to claim 1, further comprising the 
step of: 

before de?ning said tentative part number data as said 
normal part number data, checking validation of said 
tentative part number data by checking Whether said 
tentative part number complies With a predetermined 
setting rule of a part number data. 

4. A method according to claim 3, 
Wherein said part includes a master part, Which includes a 

plurality of slave parts, and 
the plurality of slave parts, 
and said rule includes Whether said tentative part number 

data of said slave part includes a piece of said part 
number data of said master part. 

5. A method according to claim 1, Wherein said tentative 
part number data is assigned When design of said part is 
changed on a ?gure of said part linked to said part number 
data. 

6. A method according to claim 1, Wherein said single parts 
list is commonly used for part number management regard 
less ofa progress state ofa part. 

7. A method according to claim 1, Wherein said state data is 
set for each said part based on a combination of status data of 
said part and ?ags pertaining to said part, said status data and 
said ?ags are set and updated based on said progress state of 
said part, and said state data are changed based on change of 
said combination. 

8. A computer-readable program Which prepares a parts list 
used for part number management in planning and design of 
parts of a product, the program comprising the operations of: 
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preparing a single part list storing state data regarding all 
parts of a product during stages of a parts planning and 
development process, and storing part number data, 
said state data indicates a progress state each said part 

during a planning stage, a design stage, and a ?gure 
release stage thereof, and 

said part number data includes a part number of each 
said part as an identi?er, 

each said part number including one of a normal part num 
ber data uniquely assigned to said part and a tentative 
part number data assigned to said part; 
setting said state data Which indicates permission of 

change of said part number data; 
assigning a tentative part number data serving as said part 
number data, When said state data indicates permission 
of the change of said part number data; 

setting said state data Which indicates inhibition of the 
change of said part number data after changing design of 
said part; and 

de?ning said tentative part number data as a normal part 
number data; 

Wherein 
said computer readable program alloWs unitary manage 
ment of said part number data continuously during said 
planning, design and ?gure release stage. 

9. A computer-readable program according to claim 8, 
further comprising the operation of: 

after assigning a tentative part number data, checking vali 
dation of said tentative part number data by comparing 
said tentative part number data With a previously used 
part number data. 

10. A computer-readable program according to claim 8, 
further comprising the operation of: 

before de?ning said tentative part number data as said 
normal part number data, checking validation of said 
tentative part number data by checking Whether said 
tentative part number complies With a predetermined 
setting rule of a part number data. 

11. A computer-readable program according to claim 10, 
Wherein said part includes a master part, Which includes a 
plurality of slave parts, and the plurality of slave parts, 

and said rule includes Whether said tentative part number 
data of said slave part includes a piece of said part 
number data of said master part. 

12. A computer-readable program according to claim 8, 
Wherein said tentative part number data is assigned When 
design of said part is changed on a ?gure of said part linked to 
said part number data. 

13. A computer-readable program according to claim 8, 
Wherein the single parts list is commonly used for part num 
ber management regardless of a progress state of a part. 

14. A computer-readable program according to claim 8, 
Wherein said state data is set for each said part based on a 
combination of status data of said part and ?ags pertaining to 
said part, said status data and said ?ags are set and updated 
based on saidprogress state of saidpart, and said state data are 
changed based on change of said combination. 

* * * * * 


